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•correctly he will form habits of pronouncing incorrectly,
.and it is easier to learn the right habits at the outset than
to unlearn wrong ones and learn right ones later on. For
both reasons the direct method, the method of economy,
is to give special exercises and practice in pronunciation
&t the start.
There is one reason for early attention to speech
which I have deliberately not yet mentioned, because it
applies with much less force in teaching the child
English than in teaching him his mother tongue ; namely>
the very high value of practice in speaking, particularly
in continuous speaking, as an intellectual training. In
order to speak continuously and effectively on any topic
the speaker has to acquire the three habits of gathering'
his ideas, arranging them in the best order for
•communication, and choosing the best language in which
to convey his meaning. And all this he has to learn to
•do at reasonable speed. This training in the rapid
-organization and communication of thought is given by
no school exercise so well as by practice in continuous
speaking properly taught. ' Conference maketh a ready
man/ And it is an acquirement clearly invaluable in
life to any man—an acquirement the possession or
absence of which makes a great difference in the indivi-
dual's occupational and social efficiency and happiness.
Besides this, it is the best possible preparation for the
power of expression in writing, and has a bearing upon
progress in reading also.
But for all this, it is through the mother tongue that
this intellectual training ought primarily to be given.
The reason for this has been suggested elsewhere. In
learning to speak a foreign language we shall be wasting
time if we adfl to the difficulty of expression difficulties
caused by the matter to be expressed ; it is the express-
ion in the foreign language that the pupil should
concern himself with, not the collecting and ordering of
the matter. In the case of English teaching in India
this policy of economy is the more advisable, because of
the high standard of expression which has to be attained
and the adverse circumstances which retard progress.
We can afford to waste time over no procedures! that
deflect from, or hindet the attainment of, our main

